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A STUDY ON THE GENERALIZED NONLINEAR 

COMPLEMENTARITY PROBLEM

Chang Wook Kim

1. Introduction

The nonlinear complementarity problem (CP) is well- 

known. It can be stated as follows.

(CP): Given a mapping ft R+-- * R9 find an 72-vector

Xq such that

e R? , /(^0) e R罢 9 and 3), r(S)〉= 0.

Several authors including Eaves(⑵)，Karamardian([3]9 

[4]), and N. Megiddo and M. Kojima([5]) have studied 

existence and uniqueness theorems for(CP).

In this paper, we consider the following generalized 

nonlinear complementarity problem (GCP)；

(GCP): Let C be a closed convex cone in Rn and C* be 

the positive polar cone of C. Given a mapping fz C-- ＞砒

iind an n-vector Xq such that

曲)U C, f (”o) U C* and 3). S
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with establishing existence and uniquenss theorems for 

(GCP).

2. Preliminaries

Let C be a closed convex cone in R, C* be the positive 

polar cone of C and f- C-- > R1 be a mapping.

Definition 2. L f is said to be strictly monotone if 

{x — y, f(q) 一，尸(3，)〉> 0 for all 皿 3 W C and strict inequal

ity holds whenever x 기二 v.

Definition 2.2. f is called strongly monotone if thse is 

a constant c > 0 such that〈”一y (:y)〉2 c|成—：

for all rr, 3 U C.

Definition 2.3. f is said to be Lipschitzian if thNe is a 

constant 为〉0 such that || J、(”)~项(3')ll M 糾a一，이1 &旗 

all x.y&C.

Definition 2.4. f is said to be hemicontinuous if for all 

%, y W C, the map t 项([切+(1T)•幻 of [0, 1J to Rn 

is contimuous.

Definition 2.5. f is said to be bounded if there is a 

constant A > 0 such that 11 f (%) 11 M 糾거 I f°r all z U C.

Lemma 2.1 (Elj). Let f： C—> Rn be hemicontinuous, 

strictly monotone and bounded and let {Vz} be a family of 

nonempty closed convex sets in C. Then, for each r, there 

is a unique U Vr such that〈z , M 0 h泪 
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ali s e K.

3. Main Results

Now we established existence and uniqueness theorems 

for (GCP) under certain assumptions.

Theorem 3.1. Let ft C-- * Rn be hemicontinuous, strictly

monotone and bounded. Then 0 is the unique solution o£ 

(GCP).

PROOF. For each r > 0, we write B ^C. < r).

B, is a nonempty closed set in C.

By Lemma 2.1, for ㊀교ch r 0 there i으 a unique xr W Br 

such that for all zU 3, Since

0 E：丿3勺〈石，丿”(•當)〉M 0. We can define a function 0 from 

[Q cq) to (一eg 0] by the rule 6{r) — <xr> Now

suppose that r^±Q and r < 5. Then there are unique Bf 

and 皿 W B, such that

3，, 了(h)〉J〈z, for all 之 W Bz.

and

〈【也 /(^s)) M(2,/(^5)> for all z W Bs,

Since (r/s)xs e Br^〈石，/(^)X (r/s)(xSi Since

(s/r)xr G Bs) 3, /S)〉M (s/K)6JS)〉. Hence we 

have

〈Bf% f(*'〉= ©S /(^r)> + <^5, /(^S)>

一〈4, 一6,
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j7M)〉+3,須(&〉

一 (s/以与，jf(z,)〉-(〃s)3, J2s)〉 

=口.一 (s/r) M (r) + 口 - (r/s) ] 0 (s) 

=(s - r) {[0 (s) /s] -也⑺ /r]}

Since s> r and f is monotone, d{s)/s > ^(r)/r. Therefore 

6(r)/r is montonically increasing on (0,8). Since f i응 

bounded, |^(r)| =〈气 JS)、) <. IK시]・ |L广(石)II M 이I沒시 1% 

Hence |^(r) kr2. Since ^(r) <0, —^(r) M 如％ Consequently, 

— kr< 0{r)/r 0 for all re (0, <x)). Since lim E^(r)/r] =0
r-*0 +

and ^(r)/r is monotonically increasing, it follows that 

。(質)=0 and hence 。(广)二0 for all r (0, 8). So we 

have〈z, > )0 for all z U Br. Since C is a cone,〈z,

0 for all z U (二 Therefore, for each rG (O,。。)，xr 

is a solution of (GCP). Now f is strictly monotone, (GCP) 

can have at most one solution, say x^xr Bv for 

each r and for each r. So J70 —0.

Corollary 3.1. Let f: R+-- > R be hemicontinuous,

strictly monotone and bounded. Then 0 is the unique 

solution of (CP).

Proof. R꺼 is a closed convex cone in Rn. By Theorem

3.1, the above result holds.

Theorem 3. 2. Let f - C —> R鈴 be strongly monotone and 

Lipschitzian with 夢 V 2c V 夢+ L Then there is the unique 

solution of (GCP).

Proof. Since C is a nonempty closed convex set in R% 

for every z U C there is a unique y C closest to
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工一fg、)； that is < \\z — x+f(x)W for all

z^C.

Let the correspondence x-- > y be denoted by 0. Let z

be any element of C and let

Since C is convex, (1 一人)：y+入次 G C. We define a map 

五：［0,1J -—，R+ by the rule

h(X) 니 |#—项(") 一 (1一시—人이 |2.

The효 h is a twice continuously differentiable function of 入， 

and Z"(*)=2〈z—須(z)—入，z — (l-為):y,夕一2〉. Since y is 

the unique element closet to (z), h'(、a)〉0. So 

hae

(1) 3-f3) -y y-z〉〉0 for all zuC.

Let Xi and x2 be two elements of C with 寸二 Put 

。(3上)=乃 and。(") =危 From (1), we 응et

6-六a)-公气)，。(有)-。6)〉〉0

and

〈”2-丿「(处)一仞〔工2)，炎功一仞S)〉〉0.

From the앙e two inequalities, we have

涉愆 J 一 0 (%2)〉〉0.

Hence,

<^1-/(^1) -^2 + /(^2),仞Nl)项(叼)〉 

느〈。(：叼) —。愆2),。(；2；1) —0(“2)〉 

=时(气)一仞0；2)||2.
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Therefore,

<?(x2)n2 < I—/(^2) — -r2+/(^2)»

仞S)-火爲)〉I

M 11^1- ^2 + /(^2)11 • 

|悟(心)一公Z2)ll

Thus, | 悟(参1) 一。愆2川 < H/3)-丿"2)-Zi + Z2||.

Since f is strongly monotone and Lipschitzian, we have

||。(皿) 一火Z2)l|2Mj、(Zi)-r(。그)心+ ：이］2

=</(^1)~f(^2)~ ^1 + X2,

/(^1) ~/(^2)~ ^1 +^2>

=—^2n2

< 砰与一 K2l|2+Hzjf시 |2

— 2c||a；i —a시 |2

= (妒+1 - 2c)||Hjf이 |2

Since ^2< 2c< 饒+ 1, we have 0< ^24-I—2c< 1.

Letting。=夢 + 1 —2c in the above inequality, we obtain 

||仞参1)一8(勿2)ll M a||n-必시| with 0 < a < 1.

By the Banach contraction principle, 0 has the unique 

fixed point, say x0. Now putting x=x0 in (1), We get 

<z —xOj > 0 for all z U C. Since 0 G C,〈他，須(他)〉

V 0. Since C is a cone, 2z° U C and 3), 了(、:成)')〉0. So 

So, y(xo)) = O and〈z,六心)〉〉0 for all z G C. There

fore, xQ is the unique solutionof (GCP).

Corollary 3. 2. Let f'. R+-- > R be strongly monotone

and Lipschitzian. with, k2 <^2c ^24-1. Then there is the

unique solution of (CP).
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Proof. R+ is a closed convex cone in R. By Theorem 

3.19 the above result holds.
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